ESREF 2019 TPC Meeting Agenda
25-04-2019 CNES Paris – Chatelet-les Halles

**CNES Paris les Halles:** Salle de l’espace
**Webconference (slides):** https://webconference.cnes.fr/esref2019-tpcmeeting/
**Teleconference (audio):** +335 61 28 36 40 / code: 64466

08:30 Welcome Coffee
08:30 – 09:30 ESREF 2019 preparation
  - Tutorials and Invited papers, Workshops (AB)
  - Topics and origin of contributed abstracts
  - Target for abstract selection rate
  - Process and deadline for review of final papers in MR
  - Special Session selection process
09:30 – 12:30 ESREF 2019 paper selection - sessions A, B, C, D, E
12:30 – 13:30 LUNCH
13:30 – 16:00 ESREF 2019 paper selection - sessions I, F, G, H, SS (on live)
16:00 – 17:00 Organization of the Mentoring of final papers: choose mentors, deadlines
17:00 – 18:00 Program set-up: Title of sessions, session chairs
18:00 End of the meeting